
Chu 

In the deep recesses of space, far removed from civilization, exists a planet that has no officially 

designated name. Those that do know of the planet simply know it as Gehenna, a place so unspeakably 

wretched and nightmarish that, if there is a Hell, this must be it. The planet is so unimaginably harsh and 

inhospitable that only the most hardy and resilient of creatures stand even the slimmest chance of 

survival. Among these is a species of slime creatures whose evolution (like most creatures on the planet) 

was geared purely toward sheer survivability at the expense of less essential things like intellect. The 

planet was originally just used as a dumping ground for toxic and otherwise hazardous materials until 

the discovery of this race of slime creatures by humans. These creatures quickly became widely sought 

after as slave labor because they’re just intelligent enough to be able to follow commands and perform 

basic tasks, but not enough to question authority or to be considered “intelligent life” by intergalactic 

law, and thus enjoy the same rights as common animals. The reason these creatures have not been 

granted “intelligent” status is because they have no spoken or written language (they communicate 

using signals that are indecipherable by the human ear) and no civilization to speak of (they’re nomadic) 

– that, and the few government officials that have gone to the planet to investigate haven’t come back 

to report their findings. However, these creatures are rare and extremely valuable, as only those 

poachers who are either brave or stupid enough to venture into hell itself will even attempt capture of 

the creatures – and only a select few have ever been skilled and lucky enough to make it back with their 

lives and sanity intact. 

One of these unfortunate creatures was captured at a very young age – she doesn’t even 

remember her home planet or her parents. She spent the better part of her life working as a deckhand 

doing manual labor aboard a spacefaring cargo ship, receiving only table scraps and water as payment. 

She was frequently disciplined and berated by her superiors for going too slow and messing things up, 

and her fellow human workers often took advantage of her naïveté and lack of intelligence by pushing 



their work onto her and messing with her for their amusement. This is all she had ever known, though, 

so she just accepted these interactions as normal. This upbringing deeply ingrained in her mind that her 

natural place in the world was being inferior and subservient to humans. 

 

One day, the creature was tricked into taking someone else’s job of delivering medical supplies 

to the ship’s doctor, a reclusive old man that had earned the nickname “the hermit” from the other 

crew members. When she arrived, the doctor immediately realized that she was not the person that was 

assigned to bring him the supplies and deduced that she had been taken advantage of – and that this 

was probably a regular occurrence. The doctor, being something of an outcast himself, took pity on her 

and treated her to a meal as a sort of apology on behalf of his fellow humans. This was the first time 

anyone had ever been nice to the poor creature (at least in her memory), so she started visiting the kind 

old man whenever she had free time. The creature was unsure of how to interact with her first and only 

friend, so she mainly just hung around in the background and watched the doctor do his work in silence. 

The two barely talked or even interacted with each other, but the doctor enjoyed having some company 

for a change and quickly took a liking to her, as a person might grow attached to a stray cat that 

regularly visits their doorstep for food. The doctor affectionately named the creature Chu because she 

often made a “chuuu” sound when she was happy (mainly when eating something tasty). 

The doctor noticed over time how curious Chu was and how intently she watched everything he 

did (most found this kind of behavior creepy, but he found it endearing in an odd way), so he decided to 

try mentoring her. The doctor tried teaching her some basic English first and foremost, but she was only 

able to figure out some simple words and phrases (thanks in large part to her mentor’s impressive skill 

with charades), and reading and writing were simply a lost cause. He tried teaching Chu about human 

culture and history as well, but he quickly realized that these subjects were clearly going way over her 

head as well. The doctor was discouraged by his student’s apparent lack of mental aptitude, but he kept 



at it nonetheless. 

 

When Chu came in for one of her lessons one day, she noticed a woman’s picture on the 

doctor’s desk. The doctor noticed her examining the photo and told her, “That’s my daughter…it’s her 

birthday today”. Chu stared intently at the photo and carefully sounded out the word “daughter” to 

herself. The doctor picked up the photo and continued, “She…was born with a weak immune 

system…but despite her condition, it had always been her dream to become a doctor and help people, 

just like her Papa”. Chu looked at the doctor and inquired, “Papa?”. 

The doctor put the photo back down, “It was dangerous enough just for her to go outside, and 

handling sick patients was out of the question...”. The doctor then turned away from the photo, 

seemingly unable to look his daughter in the eyes, “So I convinced my daughter to give up on becoming 

a doctor…for her own safety...”. He took a long pause, “And so she did…she lost all direction in her life, 

she no longer had anything to work toward…no reason to keep going…”. The doctor took a long, 

tremulous breath, “Her condition got worse and worse as the months went by, until…”. The doctor 

banged his fist on the table, startling Chu, “I was only looking out for her safety! I thought I was doing 

the right thing…I didn’t want to lose my only daughter!”. For a moment, it seemed like the old man had 

forgotten anyone else was in the room, like he was trying to convince himself of his innocence rather 

than Chu. He paused and looked at his concerned student in front of him, then sighed and sank into his 

chair, slumped over pathetically, “No…I was just being selfish…I put my fears before my daughter’s 

needs…I failed her as a father…”. The doctor put his head in his hands, “To this day, I am still haunted by 

that regret…that I was never able to help my daughter achieve her dream… “. 

The doctor sat in silence for a long while, sulking. Chu just watched her dejected mentor, unsure 

of how she could possibly console him. Then she turned her attention back toward the photo and got an 

idea. Chu tried to mimic the appearance of the woman in the photo as best she could and held the 



photo out toward the doctor, “Help daughter!”. The doctor raised his head and looked at Chu without 

saying a word. Chu pointed at herself, “Help daughter…help people…like Papa!”. The doctor was taken 

aback by the strange offer. But once he figured out what Chu was trying to do, he was touched and 

happily obliged her request. 

Trying to learn and memorize complicated medical information and techniques was an exercise 

in futility for Chu, but she still tried her very best. While she had little hope of ever figuring out the more 

technical aspects of medical care, like surgery and diagnosing illnesses, she was an enthusiastic and 

dedicated assistant who excelled at caring for patients and lifting the spirits of those in pain. And 

nothing made Chu feel better than seeing the look of pride on her mentor’s face whenever she 

succeeded under his guidance (in addition to treats for a job well done, of course). Over time, Chu felt 

less and less that she was obligated to help people because it was her role as a subservient species, and 

more that she wanted to help people because making other people feel good made her feel good. Chu 

was no longer a nameless slime serving the humans. Chu was Chu, a proud doctor (in training). 

Everything was great…but it didn’t last forever. 

 

Chu and the doctor were in the middle of one of their usual lessons when the ship suddenly and 

unexpectedly jerked to the side. The alarms started blaring and the intercom frantically announced that 

pirates had rammed into the ship and were now boarding. As soon as the announcement ended, the 

doctor grabbed Chu’s hand and the two started making their way to the escape pod bay. Unfortunately, 

the escape pods were on the other side of the ship and the pirates had already infiltrated the main deck. 

So the two were forced to take a longer side route to avoid detection while they made their escape.  

They had miraculously made it almost the whole way undetected, when they turned a corner to 

see a pirate gun down a deckhand right in front of them. The doctor quickly moved to pull Chu into a 

side corridor so they could find an alternate path to the escape pods. But Chu was frozen in place. She’d 



seen plenty of sick and injured people, but this was the first time she’d ever seen someone die, let alone 

by the hand of another person. Her mind went blank and everything ground to a halt. She stood there 

and watched the man crumple to the ground for what seemed like ages. In reality, she had only been 

standing there a few seconds, but those few seconds were more than enough time for the pirate to turn 

his gaze toward her. The man’s eyes were cold and empty – the eyes of a man who had discarded his 

humanity long ago. Those soulless eyes carefully scanned the petrified Chu up and down, and a twisted, 

sickening smile spread across the man’s face. At this moment, Chu learned something new – something 

that no lesson or lecture could have ever prepared her for. She learned what true fear feels like. 

The doctor managed to snap Chu out of her daze, and the two made a mad dash for the escape 

pods. Behind them, Chu could hear the pirate calling to the others. She couldn’t understand what he 

was saying, but what she could make out were the words “escape pods”, followed by a simple command 

that chilled her to her core… 

 

“Leave the slimey thing alive”. 

 

The two made it to the escape pod bay and seemed to have shaken off their pursuers for the 

time being. And in an incredible stroke of luck, there was still one escape pod left – just big enough for 

the two to squeeze into together. They knew it was only a matter of time until the pirates arrived, so 

they barricaded the door with whatever they could find and hastily boarded the last escape pod. The 

doctor began frantically punching in coordinates and setting up the pod for launch when they heard a 

commotion outside. The doctor had just finished all the startup procedures when the pirates started 

banging on the door. The improvised barricade wasn’t enough to block the door for long, and though all 

the inputs had been completed, the severely outdated escape pod still needed some time to finish 



booting up between hitting the launch button and actually launching the pod – and if the escape pod 

was damaged before it could lift off, they’d be doomed. 

Chu’s simple mind raced to think of anything at all that could slow down the pirates and help 

them escape…when suddenly, the doctor pulled her into an embrace. With an uncharacteristic 

calmness, he said, “Chu, you’ve grown into such a fine young woman…and there are so many more 

things I wish I could’ve taught you…”. Chu was dumbfounded, unsure how to respond to this sudden, 

strange behavior. The door was now partially open, enough for the pirates’ hands to start reaching 

through. The doctor stepped out of the pod and hit the launch button, closing the pod door behind him 

and trapping Chu inside. Chu pressed up against the window of the escape pod and started shouting in 

confusion, which quickly turned to despair as she realized what was happening.  

The doctor turned toward her, “I haven’t always been the best father…and I’ve made more than 

my fair share of mistakes…”. The pirates had now forced the door open enough for one or two of them 

to peek through and start getting pot shots off over the barricade. The doctor planted himself firmly 

between the pirates and the escape pod door. 

He continued, “But you’ve given this broken old man a second chance…a chance to atone for his 

mistakes and to be the father he should’ve been long ago…”. The doctor took a shot to the leg and 

dropped to one knee. Chu started to bang on the glass, desperately trying to figure out how to open the 

door. 

The doctor shakily rose back onto his unsteady feet, “I would have loved nothing more than to 

watch you continue to flourish and to help you achieve your dreams…but, I suppose every father has to 

learn to say goodbye someday…”. 

The pirates had now broken down the barricade and started entering the room. The escape 

pod’s engines started to rumble just as the doctor took another shot to the back and fell to his knees. 

Chu was now sobbing uncontrollably, still weakly pounding on the glass.  



Just before the two parted ways, the doctor placed his hand on the window, “I know you’ll make 

your Papa proud, Chu”. Chu, weeping, met his hand on the other side of the glass and replied with a 

weak “Chu…make Papa proud…”.  

Chu’s father gave her a final smile, brimming with the bittersweet pride of a father seeing his 

beloved daughter off for the last time. 

 

And then… 

 

Chu was alone. 


